DREAMers Demand Justice

IMPUNITY IN LATIN AMERICA
CHIM IN SPAIN
THE LINCOLNS AS IMMIGRANT ACTIVISTS
Dear Friends,

The climate of our times is changing—not in the bad way, as in the overheating of the planet, but as new energy arises to help us meet our challenges. As spring comes to the northern hemisphere, we are proud to announce that the winners (plural) of this year's ALBA/Puffin Award for Human Rights Activism are young people—United We Dream—the famous “next” generation, who will carry our promises of a better society further into the future.

The Abraham Lincoln Brigade also, for the most part, constituted a generation of young immigrants and children of immigrants who stood up against government apathy and social injustice. Like the Lincoln volunteers of the 1930s, this new generation is internationalist in focus, understanding that no society can survive if it pretends to be isolated from the rest of the world. We welcome them into our ranks.

ALBA’s mission has long focused on the young, especially students in our public schools and the teachers who guide them into the responsibilities of adulthood. Our teaching institutes continue to draw educators concerned not only with the facts of history, but with the ethics and moral issues that students need to learn. Together with these professional mentors, ALBA teaches human rights.

What could be more important for a young person to learn than the value of moral choice, the value of developing moral convictions and standing up for them? Long after they’ve forgotten the “facts” of social studies and algebra, students will remember what they learned in school about ethics and social justice.

That is why ALBA needs your support now. Your contributions enable us to create opportunities for educating the teachers and students who represent our future.

As our teaching programs expand around the country, involving schools in New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Illinois, Florida, Washington, and California, we know we can do even more. Teachers are thirsty for the kind of education we offer and eager to bring our models into their classrooms.

Please take this opportunity seriously. Give generously to support our important work for the future.

Cordially,

Sebastiaan Faber
Chair of the Board of Governors

Marina Garde
Executive Director

P.S. Giving now will ensure new programs for teachers not only for the Spring term, but for the following school year as well! Thank you.

Dear ALBA,

On behalf of the Broggi family (Dr. Moisés Broggi was my wife’s grandfather), I want to thank you for the thoughtful obituary published in The Volunteer Online…. We want you to know how pleased we are he is remembered in such a fitting space. As you know, the IB experience was a turning point in his medical career and his political awareness. He recalled that experience often, with clarity and precision, thanks to the prodigious memory he enjoyed till his very last days. It was a long anticipated departure, but he will be missed nonetheless by the family and beyond because of the civic example he offered us.

Cordially,

Antonio Monegal
Undocumented and Unafraid: DREAMers Network Tapped for Human Rights Award

By the editors

Photos of United We Dream members by Jassiel Pérez taken at different local actions
UNITED WE DREAM, the national network of youth-led immigrant activist organizations that fight for the rights of millions of undocumented immigrants in the United States, has been selected as winner of the 2013 ALBA/Puffin Award for Human Rights Activism. The United We Dream Network (UWD) will receive the award at ALBA’s annual event in New York City on May 5.

The organization strives to achieve equal access to higher education for all people, regardless of immigration status; to address the inequities and obstacles faced by immigrant youth and their families; and to develop a sustainable, grassroots movement, led by immigrant youth, the children of immigrants, and their allies.

United We Dream builds on years of activism by a great number of organizations. The network was created in 2008 as a result of efforts among key national advocacy groups, led by National Immigration Law Center (NILC), with the goal of forging a nation-wide coalition to promote equal access to educational opportunities for young immigrants. NILC has been instrumental in calling the attention of policymakers to the circumstances and inequities faced by undocumented students, which led to the introduction of the Development Relief and Education for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act, first proposed in 2001. A decade later, the DREAM was finally brought up for a vote in December 2010. After failing to pass the Senate by five votes, the movement focused its efforts on the executive branch and pushed President Obama to stop deporting undocumented youth by providing them with administrative relief. It was largely the efforts of UWD activists that persuaded President Obama to announce Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) in 2011—a program that would provide relief from deportation and a 2-year work permit to undocumented immigrant youth who had arrived in the United States as children and met a set criteria.

“United We Dream has provided a channel for young immigrants to become politically active and to fight not just for their own rights, but for social justice more generally,” said the historian Peter N. Carroll, member of the jury. “Their commitment, energy, and solidarity reflect the kind of activism embodied by the volunteers of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade who risked their lives to stop fascism in its tracks 75 years ago—many of whom were recent or non-legal immigrants themselves.”

“The DREAMers are undocumented but unafraid,” said ALBA Chair Sebastián Faber. “Over the past few years UWD has inspired all of us by showing that individual bravery and collective effort can make a real political difference.”

“Coming out publicly as an undocumented immigrant in America today takes tremendous courage,” said Michael Ratner, President Emeritus of the Center for Constitutional Rights, who nominated UWD for the ALBA/Puffin Award. “The DREAMers’ stories are incredibly moving. They demonstrate that taking risks and putting your body on the line is a necessity in the fight for a moral and just society.”

The three-person award committee selected the awardee from among more than thirty nominations. The $100,000 ALBA/Puffin Award for Human Rights Activism, one of the largest human rights awards in the world, is given jointly by ALBA and the Puffin Foundation, which provides an endowed fund exclusively for this annual honor. “The award is designed,” said Puffin Foundation President Perry Rosenstein, “to give public recognition, support, and encouragement to individuals or groups whose work has an exceptionally positive impact on the advancement and/or defense of human rights. It is intended to help educate students and the general public about the importance of defending human rights against arbitrary powers that violate democratic principles.”

At the United We Dream National Congress in Kansas City in early December, UWD adopted a Platform for Change that includes, among other goals, fair treatment for DREAMers and their families and communities, including a roadmap to citizenship for 11 million Americans without papers and an end to senseless deportations and abuses; the elimination of barriers to higher education for immigrant youth by extending state and federal financial aid opportunities, as well as in-state tuition rates to DREAMers available to their peers; access to health care and safe, fair working conditions and equal protection under the law for all; and intensifying efforts to become more inclusive of non-Latinos, LGBTQ communities, different-bodied people, people of faith, and other groups.

The ALBA/Puffin Award is part of a program connecting the inspiring legacy of the International Brigades—the 35,000 volunteers who helped fight fascism during the Spanish Civil War—to international activist causes of today. Spanish Judge Baltasar Garzón received the first ALBA/Puffin Award in 2011. Last year, the prize honored Kate Doyle and Freddy Peccerelli who work on violations of human rights in Guatemala.

The presentation of the ALBA/Puffin Award will take place at the 77th annual reunion honoring the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, Sunday, May 5 at the Michael Schimmel Center for the Arts at Pace University (3 Spruce Street) in Manhattan.
THE STRUGGLE TO END IMPUNITY for state violence has been a central concern of the human rights movement in Latin America for decades. Efforts by victims, rights advocates, and justice officials to promote accountability have been determined, and in many instances heroic. The results have been mixed. Many human rights abusers who once seemed untouchable are behind bars, yet others continue to live entirely beyond the reach of the law.
The countries that have made the most progress in prosecuting past atrocities include Chile and Argentina. In Chile, more than three-quarters of the 3,186 documented killings and “disappearances” during the Augusto Pinochet dictatorship (1973-1990) have been heard by courts or are pending before the courts, and more than 800 former state security agents have been charged or convicted. In Argentina, more than 250 former military and police personnel have been convicted and sentenced for “dirty war” crimes—including the former de facto president, Jorge Videla (1976-1981)—and hundreds more are facing criminal prosecution.

Elsewhere in the region, progress on prosecuting past abuses has been more limited. In Peru, for example, former President Alberto Fujimori and his intelligence chief, Vladimiro Montesinos—as well as several former army generals and members of a government death squad—are serving lengthy prison sentences for killings and “disappearances” committed in the early 1990s. Yet there has been virtually no progress in prosecuting the many serious abuses against civilians under Fujimori’s predecessors.

Brazil has only just taken its first significant steps toward addressing grave abuses during the country’s military dictatorship (1964-1985). Last May, a national truth commission began investigating abuse cases from that era. And in August, a federal judge ordered the first trial of former state agents for their alleged roles in enforced disappearances in the 1970s.

For some countries in the region, the challenge is not merely confronting the past, as serious abuses continue to occur today. In Mexico, for example, security forces waging the country’s “war on drugs” have committed widespread human rights violations, including killings, disappearances, and torture. A major reason these abuses persist is because the soldiers who commit many of them are never investigated or prosecuted by civilian authorities. Instead their cases go to the military justice system, which has consistently proven unwilling or unable to prosecute them.

In August 2012, the Mexican Supreme Court ruled that the use of military jurisdiction to prosecute a human rights violation was unconstitutional. Nonetheless, the military has stated that it will continue to claim jurisdiction over cases of alleged abuses until the Military Code of Justice is revised, and efforts to reform the code have met with stiff resistance in Mexico’s Congress.

Military justice is also a problem in Colombia, the one country in the region still plagued by an internal armed conflict. For years, Colombian law held that military abuses should be tried in civilian courts. However, the administration of President Juan Manuel Santos recently won passage of a constitutional amendment that will allow the investigation and trial of military abuses by the military justice system. The amendment could lead to the transfer of past cases from civilian prosecutors to the military justice system.

Of particular concern are the hundreds—and possibly thousands—of cases from the past decade in which military personnel murdered civilians and reported them as combatants killed in action, apparently in response to pressure to boost body counts. Civilian prosecutors have opened investigations in more than 1,700 such cases (involving approximately 3,000 victims), but have obtained convictions in fewer than 10 percent of them. If the remaining cases wind up in military courts, it is very unlikely justice will be served.

Perhaps nowhere have the obstacles to accountability been more daunting than in Guatemala. According to the country’s truth commission, as many as 200,000 people were killed during the country’s internal armed conflict, most of them civilians killed by security forces, who carried out hundreds of massacres and acts of genocide. Yet only a handful of these cases have been successfully prosecuted—and these successes have come at a considerable cost. Prosecutors have been driven into exile; witnesses have been murdered.

Despite the risks, however, victims, rights advocates and justice officials have pressed forward. Last year, Efraín Ríos Montt—a retired general who led the military regime from 1982 to 1983 that carried out hundreds of massacres of unarmed civilians—was charged with genocide and crimes against humanity. The former general is under house arrest. The progress made in this case—and in the few others that have been prosecuted—has marked a dramatic break from the climate of absolute impunity that reigned in Guatemala for decades.

Daniel Wilkinson is the Managing Director for the Americas at Human Rights Watch.
The Lincolns: A Battalion of Anti-Fascist Immigrants
By Fraser Ottanelli

Editors’ note: In granting the 2013 ALBA-Puffin Award for Human Rights Activism to the young activists of United We Dream, we recognize a direct connection between the young women and men who volunteered to serve in Spain in defense of the elected Spanish government and to protect the rights of individuals threatened by anti-democratic forces. A random survey of Lincoln veterans made in the 1980s noted that fully 80 percent of the surviving volunteers were immigrants or children of immigrants to the United States. Many had participated in the mass migrations before World War I but as Fraser Ottanelli shows in the following article, written specifically for The Volunteer, many were relative newcomers who could be classified as “internationalists” rather than nationals.

The volunteers of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, taken collectively, constituted a disparate combination of old stock Americans, first and second generation immigrants and African Americans whose primary familial, political, and even “legal” connection (as citizens or permanent residents) was with the United States. While in Spain, the members of this group were open about their decision to join the antifascist struggle and described their experiences in letters to friends and relatives back home. Many who returned from Spain continued to document their life stories for decades after the war. This wealth of information is available to researchers at the Tamiment Library or in other repositories around the country. Unfortunately these documents tell only one part of a complicated experience.

A survey conducted during the Spanish Civil War of international volunteers who had traveled from the United States showed that they descended from over 70 different ethnic and national groups. Clearly then, in addition to antifascists reared in the United States, this contingent was also composed of hundreds who had migrated before World War I as well as many who entered the United States during the 1930s. A majority of Polish, Italian, Hungarian, Yugoslav, Latinos, Chinese and even the sole Japanese volunteer who traveled from the United States to Spain were recent immigrants who left their countries of birth for economic reasons and to flee the political repression that followed the defeat of revolutionary experiments and the rise of right wing and Fascist governments around the world. In most cases they were marginally incorporated into multi-ethnic and multi-racial “American” radical organizations or unions. Their cultural and political world continued to be shaped primarily by experiences and events that had taken place before emigration. To paraphrase the words of a prominent Italian-American anarchist leader, they were individuals whose “body” was in the United States but whose “heart” remained in their country of origin.

Many of them had no family in the United States, a country which, in many cases, they had entered illegally during the 1920s and early 1930s. To circumvent discriminatory U.S. immigration restrictions it was not unusual for immigrants to enlist on merchant vessels in foreign ports, often with the help of sympathetic seamen, and then to jump ship once they reached the United States. However, having fled repression in their country of origin, they did not find reprieve on the American side of the Atlantic. Pervasive anti-immigrant, nativist and anti-radical sentiment from local, state, and federal authorities meant that immigrants were forced to lead a semi-clandestine existence. They tried not to call attention to their presence in the United States by using pseudonyms and by blending into a familiar and supportive ethnic community.

Not surprisingly many recent immigrants, who had experienced Fascism in their countries of origin, once offered the opportunity to fight it arms in hand, were among the first to travel to Spain. However, their status as illegal immigrants created additional challenges to make the trip across the Atlantic. Several retraced their steps back by again enlisting on merchant vessels and jumping ship in European ports. Others used forged papers to obtain a U.S. travel document. Most, however, were issued Spanish passports by the Republican consulate in New York.

In Spain, while some found their place within the Abraham Lincoln battalion as part of a multiethnic and interracial “American” unit, many others who had maintained strong cultural, linguistic, and political connections with their countries of origin preferred to join the congenial and familiar surroundings of the Garibaldi, the Dombrowski, or one of the French battalions. Meanwhile, Spanish speakers, both members of Spain’s immigrant communities and various Latin Americans, joined regular units of the Spanish Republican army.

After the end of the war, the stories of surviving international volunteers from the United States are hard to follow. Heroes in Spain, once they crossed back over the Pyrenees they confronted, together with other members of the International Brigades, the harsh reality of the western democracies’ policy of appeasement. Volunteers who could demonstrate that they were citizens or legal residents of the United States were allowed to travel back across the Atlantic. In contrast, those who could not prove legal status were denied re-entry in the United States. Some eluded French police and (yet again) stowed away on U.S. bound ships. Others were
allowed to make the return voyage but, upon their arrival were held at Ellis Island and then deported to Chile, Cuba, Mexico or Venezuela. The rest were left stranded in Europe where they faced innumerable challenges and dangers. Most were interned in French detention camps. Their fate was sealed following the fall of France to Nazi Germany in the summer of 1940. Many, along with thousands of Spanish Republicans, were handed over to the Nazis and deported to Nazi concentration camps.

This group of volunteers who combined internationalist ideology with international lives, and who because of their legal status before going to Spain concealed their identities and in most cases did not return to the United States. Accordingly, they did not produce the kind of records that would make their way to the Tamiment archives. Yet they are as much part of the history of U.S. involvement in the Spanish Civil War as those who were legally and personally rooted in this country and, therefore, whose records are preserved in this country. It is important that the life stories of migrant internationalists—whose experiences tested the “national” categories that have traditionally been used to describe international solidarity with Loyalist Spain—not be lost and allow us to reconstruct their experiences and honor their memories.

Fraser Ottanelli, ALBA Vice Chair, specializes in immigration history at the University of South Florida. He is co-editor of Italian Workers of the World: Labor Migration and the Formation of Multi-Ethnic States as well as the forthcoming Letters from the Spanish Civil War: A U.S. Volunteer Writes Home (Kent State University Press).
Thirty Years Recognizing Peace and Justice at Wayne State University

By Aaron B. Retish

In 2013, the Wayne State University Abraham Lincoln Brigade Veterans Scholarship Committee will celebrate its 30th anniversary awarding scholarships to deserving students. It has been a long road that began during the Spanish Civil War when nearly 100 Michiganders joined the International Brigades. Four were Wayne State University students who put their studies aside to fight fascism in Spain. Of the four—Robert Nagle, Marsden Moran, Roy McQuarry, and Joe Rubenstein—three did not make it home. Nagle was the lone survivor.

Nearly 40 years later, Larry Cane, the well-known Mac Pap veteran, put Wayne State University professor Melvin Small in touch with his comrade, Saul Wellman, a local socialist activist and ALBA Board member. Wellman encouraged Small to start a scholarship commemorating the Wayne State Lincoln Brigadiers. In 1982, local veterans and leftist activists wooed Pete Seeger to give a concert in support of the award, an event so successful that it was recognized in the Congressional Record. The committee quickly raised enough money to endow a scholarship for currently enrolled Wayne State undergraduate and graduate students who, through their activities or research promoting peace and justice in social, political, and community engagement, best exemplify the values of the Wayne State University students who fought to defend the Spanish Republic. Since 1982, the Wayne State Abraham Lincoln Brigade Veterans Scholarship Committee has awarded many deserving students and held cultural-scholarly events each year.

Over 40 students have been recognized for their work promoting peace and social justice. Their efforts have tackled both local and global problems. The first award went to Russell Bellant, a crusading editor of the student newspaper. Subsequent awardees included Evan Dixon, a student who organized against South African apartheid; Richard Winslow, who established free medical clinics; Mary Bloomer, a founder of the pioneering Detroit Focus Gallery, which supports local artists; and Zvezdana Kuric, who provided humanitarian relief to citizens of Croatia during the War in the Balkans. Most recent awards went to Barbara Jones for her social activism to resolve conflict peacefully in Detroit neighborhoods, and Matthew Clark, a law student at Wayne, for his legal defense of local activists and for developing an ordinance preventing water utility shutoffs for Detroit residents who cannot afford to pay their water bills. Other recipients have worked with Central American refugees, provided support to African American AIDS victims, run a progressive music commune; organized unions; and founded a local chapter of Amnesty International.

Past recipients have continued their fights promoting peace and social justice after earning their awards. Some have taken their fights beyond Michigan. Bob Fitrakis, the 1984 recipient, became a journalist and Green Party candidate in Ohio. Anthony Talarico, who received the scholarship for his work organizing residents of the slums of Rio de Janeiro went to graduate school in international policy in Colorado. Other recipients have remained in Detroit to improve social conditions there. Eric Frankie became an employment rights lawyer after his activism fighting for student rights. Barry Johnson, a recent recipient, continues to beautify the area with environmental work as part of the Greening of Detroit group.

The Committee has also held cultural and scholarly events related to the Spanish Civil War and the history of social movements. Javier Malagón, then the cultural attaché from the Spanish Embassy, inaugurated our annual event in 1983 with an emotional address that ended with him embracing all of the Lincoln Brigade veterans in attendance. Since then, several scholars, including Peter N. Carroll, Douglas Little, and Robin Kelley spoke on recent scholarship on the Spanish Civil War. There have also been very popular film screenings and the ALBA-curated Spanish Civil War poster exhibition, Shouts from the Wall.

The Wayne State University Abraham Lincoln Brigade Veterans Scholarship stands as the only student scholarship in the United States honoring the veterans of the Lincoln Brigade. As the lives of the Lincoln Brigadiers in Michigan have turned to memories, this scholarship continues their legacy by championing the next generation of students who go out of their way to fight for justice and make their world a better place.▲

Aaron Retish, an ALBA board member, teaches Russian and Soviet history at Wayne State University.
**Chim in the Spanish Civil War:**
ANOTHER WAY
OF SEEING

By Carole Naggar

During the thousand days of the Spanish Civil War, Chim traveled all over Spain and produced almost thirty stories that were featured primarily in Regards, the left-wing illustrated magazine published in Paris, but also in Vu, Voila and the evening paper Ce Soir. Later they were often resold to magazines outside France, such as the Weekly Illustrated and Life, by Maria Eisner of Alliance Photo. Chim—a pseudonym for David Seymour, who was born as Dawid Szymin in Warsaw in 1911—had been Special Correspondent [Envoyé spécial] for Regards since the spring of 1936. In fact, it was through his intervention that Robert Capa and Gerda Taro went to Spain, where Gerda would find her death on the Brunete front and Capa would shoot the photo of the Falling Soldier that became a symbol of war photography.

Many photographers covered the Spanish Civil War, both foreign and Spanish, professional and amateurs (such as those who worked with the Lincoln Brigade); but Chim’s contribution was unique because of his sheer variety of topics and styles. While his friends Capa and Taro were most at ease in action shots, Chim’s range was much wider. The Spanish Civil War allowed Chim to hone his skills as a reporter. And although he was interested in carefully constructed, well-sequence reportages that told the stories in-depth, many of his single images are striking on their own.

Contrary to popular belief, it is not true that Chim never went to the front. Although unlike Capa and Taro he tended to avoid images of dead bodies and the wounded, several of his action shots were taken at great risk right in the middle of battle. Near Madrid, in
"We are only trying to tell a story. Let the 17th-century painters worry about the effects. We’ve got to tell it now, let the news in, show the hungry face, the broken land, anything so that those who are comfortable may be moved a little."
—Chim

October 1936, his images of a firing cannon are drenched in the smoke of combat. Another picture taken in an unidentified location, also in 1936, shows close-ups of Republican soldiers in combat with a cannon and antiquated guns. Near Oviedo, in February 1937, he took a series of close-up shots of dinamiteros ready to set fire to their dynamite charges with a cigarette, before launching them. In the battle of the Ebro river (July 25 to August 3rd, 1938), he shot panoramic close-ups of the soldiers, running and throwing hand grenades in a cinematic style resembling Capa’s, the figures blurred by movement. The photographs have been taken close to ground level: the photographer was clearly crouching, and we feel immersed in combat, as if the smoke and dirt of the battle were exploding in our faces.

Still, Chim’s mind was more thoughtful and analytical than Capa’s. Hence his interest in showing life “behind the scenes,” focusing on the means with which the war was fought, and the role of women in the war effort. In the Basque country, he chronicles women at work, replacing the factory workers who had gone on to fight. Some are working in missile factories, others are busy in assembly workshops, putting together aeroplanes sent in parts by the USSR. Others are painting bombs or manufacturing shells in a munitions factory. In February 1937 in Langreo, he photographed women working in the mines: surrounded by towering piles of coal, they are shoveling the fuel into wagons. In his photographs, women invariably emerge as independent and strong, able to sustain the war effort.
The Spanish Civil War was among the first, large-scale modern conflicts where civilians were specifically targeted. Well aware of this, Chim focused on regular people, giving the magazine reader a sense of how daily life was affected by war. In a number of locations, his photographs cover a wide range of everyday activities. People sought entertainment to keep their minds off the war: In Barcelona, a crowd cheers on a football match at the Club, a soldier and his girlfriend ride a bumper car in an amusement park, girls show off their new swimsuits to soldiers on a beach. Crowds are amassed inside the Café Manacor in Gijón (February 1937), and in Minorca, an island off the Catalan coast, people attend the premiere of a play at the Mahon Theater (1938).

Rather than confirming stereotypes, Chim’s photographs unsettled ready-made assumptions. They showed, for instance, how Republicans could also be devout Catholics. In one of his most successful and widely published reportages (1937), Basque soldiers attend an outdoor mass at the front in Amorebieta. Similarly, Republican soldiers, who had been previously accused of destroying works of art, work hard to salvage them at the Monastery of the Descalzas (October 1936) or in Madrid’s Palacio de Liria. Life goes on despite the war: in Bermeo, fishermen repair their nets (January-February 1937), and in Minorca, vendors work at a fish market (1938).

Children are often the focus of Chim’s photographs, an interest he would pursue in his famous 1948 UNESCO series on Children of Europe. Kids are shown receiving milk and food, or writing their lessons on the blackboard in a Barcelona public school (October 1936) and playing with a found helmet in the ruins of Gijón (February 1937). In a Barcelona maternity ward, a woman holds her newborn and reads the Vanguardia paper; another writes a letter; and nurses hold four newborn babies (July 1936).

One of Chim’s talents was his capacity to build a report with individuals in every walk of life. Even in the middle of war, he managed to have people pose for him. Among his portraits of writers, those of Rafael Alberti and José Bergamin are similar: in both, the poet’s face is bisected, leaving half of it in the shadow (much like in the Moholy-Nagy portraits that Chim had admired while studying in Leipzig). His portrait of Dolores Ibárruri, La Pasionaria, of April-June 1936, reflects her charismatic and passionate personality with a tinge of tragedy. Some of his best portraits are the series of the Republican soldiers from Asturias (January 1937), posed against the background of the sky. In the faces of the Basque soldiers he portrayed at Amorebieta, optimism and bravery shines through.

Traveling to Das, in the Catalan Pyrenees, Chim went down into the coal mines with the elderly peasants who had replaced the young miners fighting on the Catalan front. Joining the miners for their outdoor picnic, he shot several portraits. “A ray of sun comes out. We take advantage of it and they line up against the shed, sheltered from the north,” wrote the reporter. “There is a nice old guy who is moved to know that his portrait will be published in the paper, just like that of a brave revolutionary fighter. He cannot stop shaking our hands. He has tears in his eyes.”

Some of Chim’s most extraordinary portraits are those of the Regulares indígenas, Moroccan soldiers that Franco had induced to fight for him and who were killed by the thousands. The pictures were taken in prison barracks near Madrid in October 1936. Sober and moving, the images do not pass judgment but have a quality of tenderness and mystery. Looking at the “other” in the eye, Chim photographed them with humanity and the same respect he showed the Republicans.

Finally Chim, attentive to details, managed to compose eloquent still-lives, powerful symbols of war, such as his photographs of a crushed typewriter on a pedestal and of a table laden with bullets in the ruins of Gijón.

Even while covering a war, Chim had an uncanny capacity for slowing down, for reflection in middle of chaos. Twenty years later, in the Suez war, his friend Bill Bradley described him as “a lone figure, completely calm, clicking away. It was almost in slow motion. He looked at the scene and raised his camera and took [his] pictures very slowly.” It was covering that war, on November 10, 1956, that Chim was shot to death.

A photography historian and poet, Carole Naggar has recently authored the lead essay for a book on Christo Stromholm, Postscriptum (2012), a text for Chim’s catalogue at ICP (2013) and a book, Chim’s Children of War (2013). She is working on Chim’s biography.

The exhibition of Chim’s work, We Went Back: Photographs of Europe 1933-1956, will be up at ICP until May 5, 2013. The catalogue is published by Prestel.

Illustrations:
- Destroyed typewriter after bombing. (From the Mexican Suitcase)
- Langreo. Women working in the Duro-Felguera mines. February 1937
- A Moroccan prisoner who fought with the “Regulares Indigenas”
Silencing Dissent in Galicia

By Simon Doubleday

SEVERAL YEARS AGO, a researcher from the small Galician town of As Pontes, participating in the excavation of a mass grave from the Spanish Civil War in the heavily left-leaning region of Asturias, caught his breath as he heard a vitriolic torrent of abuse directed at the gallegos. The Galicians, he was told, were all Francoists, collaborators. The insults left a deep impact on the researcher—a member of the Asociación para la Recuperación de la Memoria Histórica (ARMH)—several of whose family members had been killed following the Nationalist uprising in 1936. He resolved never to return to Asturias.

The myth is deeply entrenched. Yet the widespread representation of Galicia as a bastion of political conservatism silences another narrative: the story of those who fought for democracy and the Republic during the Civil War, who were subject to the first systematic repression of dissent in Nationalist Spain, and who—in their tens of thousands—were imprisoned, tortured, or executed by the roadides of the Galician countryside. Galicia is no longer a backwater: tourists and pilgrims flock every year to the picturesque medieval streets of Santiago de Compostela. But even in tranquil Santiago, beyond this façade lie other, hidden realities: the mass civil war grave in the cemetery of Boisaca; the dark past of the chocolate store in the Plaza do Toural, which used to be the headquarters of the local Falange, the police building that served as an interrogation center in the months after the military rising.

This other narrative, brought to international attention in the novels of writers such as Manuel Rivas (The Carpenter’s Pencil: Books Burn Badly), is one that scholars such as Gustavo Hervella García are desperate to recover and illuminate. At the offices of the “Nomes e Voce” (Names and Voices) research center, hidden discreetly on the second floor of a university residence on the campus of the Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, Hervella forms part of an avid team of researchers directed by Professor Lourenzo Fernández Prieto. Their mission is to study the effects of Francoist repression during and after the Civil War, and to gather information on all those who suffered some form of persecution as a result of their political beliefs or their defense of the Second Republic. If by “war” one means open conflict between armies, there was no Civil War in Galicia, Hervella affirms, echoing recent scholarship—there was only repression. This repression was brutal, and left deep and lasting scars.

During the Second Republic, a statute of autonomy for Galicia—establishing its status as a free state within a Spanish federation—was passed with the support of an overwhelming majority of the population. The fact that this statute is less widely known than its Catalan equivalent speaks volumes...
about the politics of memory. Although Galicia fell quickly to the Nationalist forces following the military coup, there was also a vigorous attempt to defend the Republic—and the principles for which it stood—throughout the month of July 1936. The subsequent “cleansing” of Republican resistance was to be a proving ground for political persecution—including summary trials, nighttime shootings, and the rapid creation of political detention centers (which soon witnessed an influx of prisoners from Asturias, Extremadura, Catalonia, and the Basque country). These practices were then exported to other regions of Spain, as Republican forces elsewhere in the peninsula were crushed. No less repressive was the imposition of new cultural norms across Galicia: the restoration of crucifixes in schools, the changing of street names, the building of statues to local Falangist leaders, and the singing of the Te Deum whenever the Nationalists won a military victory. These measures were designed in part to bury another political reality, and to judge from the long survival of tropes and stereotypes about Galicia, they have been all too successful. For Hervella, the myth of a uniformly conservative Galicia needs to be punctured, although—he drily admits—the repeated election of an ex-Francoist minister, Manuel Fraga, as president of the Galician autonomous region after the coming of democracy “did not help.”

One cornerstone of the Galician researchers’ work is a searchable database of all the victims of the repression (http://vitimas.nomesevoces.net): among them, Francisco Comesaña Rendo, the doctor and Galician nationalist who is the inspiration for the protagonist of Rivas’s novel—later adapted to film—*The Carpenter’s Pencil*. “Tried in Santiago for treason, resulting in the death penalty,” reads the laconic database entry. “Commuted to life imprisonment as a result of his status as a Cuban citizen. Exiled in Mexico.” A search for the keyword “Comesaña” produces a sizable list of other names: agricultural workers, laborers, a tram worker, a shoemaker, and the victims of repression—they have 513 interviews to date. These oral histories accompany painstaking archival work in locations such as the Archivo Militar in Ferrol—the naval town that was Francisco Franco’s birthplace.

Memory of these atrocities remains a political battleground. The return to power of the conservative Partido Popular in 2009 brought a gradual reduction of the funding which had been allocated to the “Nomes e Voces” project by the previous Galician government (a coalition formed by the PSEOE and the Bloque Nacionalista Gallego). By the end of 2010, this funding had been withdrawn, jeopardizing new lines of research such as a promising comparative project undertaken in collaboration with the University of La Manouba in Tunisia. In Tunisia, too, research into the crushing of dissent—under the French colonial regime—remains an urgent concern, whose political importance after the Arab spring needs no comment. It was to Tunisia that some of the Galician leftists had fled as the Nationalists took over. Even in the face of financial crisis, “Nomes e Voces” hopes that the Galician and Tunisian databases can be combined. Meanwhile, the research team relies on limited financing from the provincial government and the Universidade de Santiago de Compostela.

Hervella looks forward to collaboration with scholars and students in the United States and in Latin America, stressing the importance of oral history in recovering the silenced past. “Until now,” he comments, “most U.S. attention on the Civil War period has been focused on the military conflict, and not so much on Francoist repression of ordinary citizens.” Galicia, he says, can play a significant role in changing this picture.

For further details on the Proyecto Nomes e Voces, contact: emoraiaguerracivil@usc.es Simon R. Doubleday teaches Spanish history at Hofstra University. Among other recent books he is coeditor of Why the Middle Ages Matter: Medieval Light on Modern Injustice (Routledge, 2011).
Novel Characters of Spain’s Civil War

*Not in My Father’s Footsteps.* By Terrence Rundle West. (General Store Publishing House, 2011).

*The Road, and Nothing More.* By J.T. Bautista. (Andrea Young Arts / El León Literary Arts, 2012).

Reviews by Lee Rossi

During his time with Marty, Dollard comes to recognize the limits of his world view and the ways in which wealth and privilege have limited his ability to understand the lives of the less fortunate. When Marty is murdered by the Fascists, Dollard’s burden of guilt lifts only after he resolves to work for Marty’s dream, a world less fractured by differences of language, religion, and wealth.

There are many treatments of Spain’s Civil War, but West tells us he wanted to understand why over 1,500 of his countrymen risked their lives in the fight against fascism. There are many familiar elements in his book. The infighting among Communists, Socialists and Anarchists and the brutal repression by the Communists of their erstwhile allies is well known to readers of *Homage to Catalonia* and *For Whom the Bell Tolls*. But West also shows the social unrest in Canada which fueled the idealism of the Mac-Paps and created a generation of Canadians committed to social change.

There is much to learn from this novel, and indeed the author’s pedagogical bent is evidenced in a series of helpful maps, as well as a chronology, an index of historical names, and of Montreal’s French hospitals.

Early in the novel the two protagonists have a brief, bitter encounter, emblematic of the animosities between their two tribes. Later we see them on separate yet parallel tracks. Marty as a hobo and union organizer, Dollard as a reporter for the Francophone press. Eventually they meet again in Spain, partisans of opposing sides. In a critical sequence, the most psychologically complex of the novel, Dollard, a reporter and guest of the Franco regime, is captured by Loyalist forces, the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion of the International Brigades, to which Marty is attached. Marty manages to save Dollard’s life, first from the Loyalists and then from Italian troops supporting Franco.
and a glossary of names and places. Yet for all that, the main characters don’t quite come to life. Often they serve more as illustrations of social tendencies than real human beings. Moments are rare when the reader feels an energy in the characters distinct from their role as social types.

Not so with the characters in The Road, and Nothing More. They live, they suffer, they survive with indomitable courage and will. J.T. Bautista tells us that her novel began as “a series of stories, comments, and anecdotes about the Spanish Civil War” which she heard from her sister-in-law.

The novel is divided into two parts. Part 1 presents the impact of the Spanish Civil War on a group of mostly working-class characters marginalized by Spanish culture and society. In fact, the book asks what impact do great social movements, like the war and the fervor which engendered it, have on working class women, homosexuals, and the disabled? The answer is that in Spain, the struggle for political and economic freedom had no direct impact on the lives and concerns of these groups. Like everyone else they suffered during the war, but the fight did not concern them.

Part 2 brings the story to the near-present, beginning with Franco’s 40 years of authoritarian rule. Again while everybody’s physical conditions improved after the war, women, homosexuals, and the disabled continued to be marginalized and discounted by a culture that was patriarchal and homophobic. A particularly brutal form of machismo continued to be the dominant expression of authority within society and the family.

Throughout the novel, short essays in social history orient the reader to a context larger than any of its characters comprehend. Nevertheless, the novel’s main strength is its characters. In the course of the narrative they become vivid and familiar. The fact that they don’t develop or change is not a result of artistic failure but rather a result of their solidity, which in turn is based on their deeply realistic awareness of their place in society. The cleaning lady Señora Rosa, a character not unlike Faulkner’s Dilsey, understands that she is of no value to Spain’s masters, be they Fascist or Communist, but she creates value for herself, her daughter, and her neighbors by refusing self-pity and working tirelessly to feed and house her family. Similarly, the upper-class homosexual Dr. Contreras exhibits selfless heroism in his dedication to healing. He goes where he is needed, regardless of his patients’ wealth or politics. Although set in the highly politicized world of modern Spain, the novel is not about politics but rather a celebration of “life itself and the living of it.”

Lee Rosi is a poet, essayist, and interviewer. He lives in the San Francisco Bay area.

Garbo: The Spy
A documentary by Edmon Roch (Spain, 2009; US release 2012, distributed by First Run Features, 88 minutes).

Review by Alda Blanco

Garbo: The Spy tells the story of double agent Joan Pujol García’s role in World War II espionage. A young Catalan who had deserted the Republican army to fight for Franco, Pujol convinced the Nazi intelligence services in Madrid at the onset of World War II to accept his offer of providing information about the British war effort, and in 1941, after five attempts, finally persuaded British intelligence to allow him to become a member of its service. Known to British MI5 as Garbo and to the German Abwehr as Arabel, double agent Pujol became a master of deception, one of espionage’s key plots. After settling in London, Pujol invented a network of 27 fictional informants who provided him with information about such things as troop movements in Britain and top-secret British military plans that he then relayed to Madrid’s Abwehr section in long, detailed, and extravagant dispatches, which were generally deemed to be sufficiently reliable to be sent on to Berlin. What the Germans did not know nor did they ever find out was that the information they received from Arabel was, in fact, being provided to Garbo by British intelligence.

Germany’s trust in Arabel was such that on July 29, 1944 he was awarded the Iron Cross for his services to the German war effort.

Garbo’s greatest feat was the key role he played in the success of Operation Fortitude, the elaborate deception created by British intelligence to mislead the Germans about the timing and site of the invasion of the continent. His dispatches convinced the Germans that the expected Allied invasion would take place at the Pas de Calais rather than Normandy, which was where the Germans assumed the landing would occur. Thus, they fortified Calais and withheld sending additional troops and Panzer divisions to Normandy. After the landing on the beaches of Normandy, which took the Germans by surprise, Garbo’s task was to convince the Germans that this invasion was merely a diversion from the Allies’ true mission which was to send its forces across the Pas de Calais and onto the continent. Once again, the Germans were deceived by Arabel’s false information and prepared to resist the onslaught of the major invasion at Calais. Garbo’s deception provided the Allied forces with the precious time needed to secure their positions.
Garbo’s greatest feat was the key role he played in the elaborate deception created by British intelligence to mislead the Germans about the timing and site of D-Day.

Pujol receiving the medal at the Buckingham Palace ceremony, talking with veterans of D-Day at the commemoration, and touring the beaches of Normandy and the gravesites of fallen soldiers in the cemeteries that are spread throughout the rolling hills of Normandy. My only quibble with this wonderful documentary is the inclusion of film clips from commercial movies such as Patton, The Longest Day, Our Man in Havana, The Secret Code, Mata Hari, and a few German movies, which create a bit of narrative confusion because they are so seamlessly interwoven with the archival footage that the audience needs to distinguish reality from fiction.

Garbo: The Spy does not portray Pujol as a hero nor his deeds as heroic. Rather it presents Pujol as an elusive and complicated figure who was instrumental to the Allied war effort. It was probably Winston Churchill who best captured the spirit of Pujol’s life and feats as a double-agent when he said, “In wartime, truth is so precious that she should always be attended by a bodyguard of lies.”

Alda Blanco teaches at San Diego State University. She writes about the intersection between gender and cultural production in modern and contemporary Spain.

ALBA in the Classroom, Brooklyn, New York

Although a large number of Lincoln volunteers came from the borough of Brooklyn, few ever expected to be part of the high school curriculum. But this year Brooklyn’s High School for Collaborative Studies brought ALBA into the classroom with an elective course, Why fight for another’s cause? The American Volunteers in The Spanish Civil War, 1936. The course included a visit to the ALBA Collection at Tamiment Library with an introduction by NYU Professor of Spanish Jo Labanyi, ALBA board member.

For their final project, students selected one of three ways to present their research, ranging from direct reports focusing on the life of one Lincoln veteran, editorial-style writing that made links to contemporary moral issues and questions of ethics, and creative writing that incorporated facts about the Spanish Civil War and social issues of the time presented in letter form in the “voice” of one of the Lincoln volunteers.

Forty high school seniors attended the final presentation and voted to rank the top three presenters. Each of the participating students received a medal and the highest-ranked student was awarded a trophy by their teacher, Mr. Stephen Simmons.

-- Xochitl Gil-Higuchi
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But his left background caught up with him when the House Committee on Un-American Activities subpoenaed him in 1960. Benét refused to cooperate and managed to avoid any punishment when his newspaper’s management defended his position. He later helped organize the Chronicle’s news staff into the Guild union and participated in a major strike in the late 1960s.

With newspapers shut, Benét became a contributor on local public television and later became a commentator on the station’s award-winning Newsroom program. He also joined the journalism department at San Francisco State University.

“He was one of gentlest and most courageous people I have ever known,” remarked Betty Medsger, one of his teaching colleagues, “he influenced hundreds of future journalists.” After he retired, Jim was a regular contributor to the Chronicle section on gardening, a hobby that absorbed his retirement.

“Spain made a man of me,” Benét told reporter Nadya Williams two years ago. “Going to Spain was the right thing to do. You couldn’t have a better beginning in life! We thought then, and I know now, the civil war was a genuine attempt by the Spanish people to defend democracy against the tyrannical and inhuman regimes of Franco, Hitler and Mussolini.”

–Peter N. Carroll

Moisès Broggi i Vallès

1908-2012

Moisès Broggi i Vallès, Catalan surgeon who served in the 35th International Division Medical Services, passed away on December 31, 2012. As a young doctor, working in an on call capacity, he provided medical care in the Military Hospital of Barcelona from the first day of the war. In early 1937 he was appointed to the International Brigades Medical Services of the 14th Brigade where he served from Jarama to La Granja. During the battle of Brunete in July 1937, he was transferred to one of the mobile surgical teams operating out of the famous “Auto-chirs.”

Two American women were on Broggi’s team: Esther Silverstein as surgical nurse and Irene Goldin as ward nurse. Broggi continued to serve in the IB medical services and was promoted
to head surgeon of the 35th Division by October 1937. At Teruel, Doctor Vallès's team was stationed very close to the front at Casas Labradas. He fell ill during The Retreat of early 1938 and was evacuated to Barcelona, where he worked until the city fell to insurgents in January 1939.

Tried by military tribunal shortly afterwards, he narrowly escaped execution and was then prohibited from working in the public hospital system. In order to provide for his growing family, he opened a private practice which became well known in postwar Barcelona. Through the years since Franco’s death in 1975, Braggi was widely recognized for his medical accomplishments as well as his social and moral convictions.

In 2006 he said of his experiences, “I took part in the war as a free citizen unaffiliated with any political party. I fought against an evil power that opposed freedom and justice. That struggle was and is international.”

– Robert S. Coale

After Hall’s death, Sylvia moved to New York City where she worked for the state Party office and met her second husband, Robert G. Thompson in 1957. Bob Thompson had been a battalion commander with the Lincoln Brigade in Spain, and went on to receive one of the highest medals for valor—the Distinguished Service Cross—for his heroic actions in the Pacific Theater in World War II.

When he died in 1965, Sylvia sought and received permission from the Army to have his ashes interred in Arlington National Cemetery. However, when publicity about Bob’s previous imprisonment as a Smith Act defendant surfaced, the Army reversed itself and denied the widow’s request. Sylvia took the matter to court as well as to the American people, coordinating a campaign to expose the Army’s shameful actions. Her efforts included the publication of a pamphlet, The Arlington Case (pictured here). In 1968, a federal appeals court ordered the Army to inter Bob Thompson’s ashes.

In subsequent years, Sylvia became a mainstay in the VALB office, working with veterans and organizing their annual reunions.

– Trisha Renaud

**WHAT'S YOUR LEGACY?**

The Abraham Lincoln Brigade Archives carries on the legacy of the American volunteers who challenged complacency and isolationism. Now you can continue their “good fight” by offering a legacy gift to ALBA. As you make your plans, please consider including ALBA in your will or living trust, or naming us as a beneficiary of your estate. ALBA can accept legacy gifts in any amount, large or small. Please help us to continue to expand our horizons, and your beliefs, and help us to carry our shared legacy to the next generation and beyond.

If you have additional questions or would like to discuss your choices, please call 212-674-5398 or email info@alba-valb.org
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Antonio Frasconi, the great graphic artist, illustrator, teacher and humanitarian, created this woodcut of the Lincoln Memorial, which resides in the nation’s capitol next to the famous words of the Gettysburg address, “That government, of the people, by the people, and for the people shall not perish from the earth.” He titled this 1956 work “The Fundamental Creed of Abraham Lincoln.” It was a fundamental creed that expressed the ideals of the artist and the president’s namesake, the members of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, as well. Just as the ALB defended the democratically elected government of Spain, Antonio Frasconi was an internationalist who used his artwork to raise his voice for social justice both in his adopted country, the United States, and in his various prints on Vietnam, Spain and Uruguay. In a Pratt Institute Printmaking Center catalog, Fritz Eichenberg referred to Frasconi as an artist “who embraces unpopular causes with uncommon compassion.”

Words were very important to Frasconi. They not only inspired the woodcut of Lincoln, but appeared in portraits of his heroes, Walt Whitman, Goethe, Bertolt Brecht, Pablo Neruda, Sean O’Casey and Federico Garcia Lorca, artists who, like Frasconi, were engaged with the social issues of their times. These authors and their ideas were so important to him, that he often self-published folios of prints about them without waiting for a commission or contract.

In 1962, at a time when it was not popular to criticize Franco, Frasconi published Oda A Lorca, an illustrated book with fourteen lithographs. A fragment of text from the poem by the great republican poet Antonio Machado describes the murder of Lorca by the fascist Civil Guard. Frasconi’s hand-designed font results in a page of great calligraphic beauty.

In “Guns,” the artist leaves the barrels uninked, their horizontal negative spaces in sharp contrast to the thick black lines, almost daggers to the heart, on the body of Lorca. This alternation of text and visuals throughout the book builds to a strong emotional impact.

The last lithograph from the Oda a Lorca is one of three satirical portraits of Franco, in which Frasconi drew upon his early background as a political cartoonist. In the series, Franco is depicted from three vantage points, as if a camera were zooming in, going from a wide-angle view to a close up. In the first print Franco is seen from a distance, a lone figure against a stone wall, standing on the rubble of what is perhaps the civilization fascism has destroyed, a barren landscape suggesting disjointed limbs, military scrap metal and obsolete weapons. Is this the “collateral damage” of the dictatorship? The middle ground shot shown above zooms in to show that Franco’s brittle armor seems to be made of barbed wire, bricks and straw, a portrait of an apprehensive man hiding behind the edifice of the church, his crown. Topped with bull’s horns, it has a suggestion of the medieval, the antithesis of the forces for progress and enlightenment which Franco was suppressing.

In 1976, Frasconi’s work was collected in the book Against the Grain a pun on his masterful use of wood in his prints as well as his tendency to go against the grain of the political powers. There is no better example of this than his work in Los Desaparecidos, an indictment of the 12-year military dictatorship in Uruguay, where the Argentine-born artist was raised. Frasconi considered this the culmination of his boyhood dreams of becoming a journalist -artist. In the work below the block of wood becomes as malleable as delicate lace, conveying the emotional state of the terrorized victims of the regime through body language, drapery folds and
composition. Here he adroitly achieved his goal of utilizing aesthetic, formal concerns and technique to the greater purpose of serving the content, an expose of the brutality and human suffering under the Uruguayan dictatorship, which had the highest per capita percentage of political prisoners in the world. His subjects have the same common humanity and display the same universality of the human condition as those of another one of his influences, the German Expressionist Kathe Kollwitz.

Frasconi, this artist who has trained such an unflinching, laser sharp focus on the most troubling issues of our times, has said his work “celebrates the joy of living.” His award winning children’s illustrations infused classics such as Aesop’s Fables or Pablo Neruda’s Bestiary with freshly imagined imagery. He also pioneered bilingual language education and promoted the divergent thinking that is a byproduct with his book of first words in four languages. Look, See, Say. At a lecture given at the Library of Congress he said he wanted to “show that there are different ways to say the same thing, that there is more than one nation in our world… I discovered that my work could in some ways introduce a young mind to an understanding of our vast cultures.” He was an educator to all age groups. Perhaps the “joy of living” he referred to came from the optimism engendered by an alignment with the future. His work reflects a lifetime of empathetic, insightful children’s illustrations and celebrations of those heroes, like the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, who furthered our progress, even at great sacrifice, with their courageous actions, words and ideas.

Homage to Pablo Casals, 1959
Nancy Wallach, member of the ALBA Board, is the daughter of Lincoln vet Hy Wallach.
Images from ALBA's End-of-Year benefit dinner on December 10, 2012, at the Spanish Benevolent Society of New York. From top to bottom and left to right: Frenchy and the Punk, musician and writer Dan Kaufman, ALBA Chair Sebastiaan Faber, Bergen Academies teachers Sergei Alachen and Gabriela Calandra, and their students, Julianne Goodman and Anthony Cruz.

Monthly Donations
Make a Difference!

MONTHLY PLEDGE PROGRAM

☑ Yes, I want to join the Monthly Pledge Program and help support ALBA’s continuing educational work and programs.

To donate, please call 212 674 5398 or mail the enclosed envelope checking the recurring donation box.
CONTRIBUTIONS
11/1/2012 to 1/1/2013:

Benefactor ($5,000-$14,999)
The Puffin Foundation, LTD.

Sponsor ($1,000-$4,999)
The Alec Baldwin Foundation • Paul Blane • Claire Carlsen in memory of Sam Carlsen & Steve Nelson • Burton J. Cohen • Harry Parsons • James and Elynn Polshek • Fredrica Weiss

Supporter ($250-$999)
Frenchy and the Punk • Joan Amatniek in memory of Ernest Amatniek • Alda Blanco • James Brodie • David & Suzanne Cane in memory of Lawrence Cane VALB • Jane & Bill Challeff in memory of Jane Pacey Challeff • Daniel J. Czitrom in memory of Louis & Betty Czitrom • Sebastián Faber • Soledad Fox in memory of Marisol Maura • Arnold Franco • Anthony Geist in memory of Abe Osheroff • Sherna Gluck • Dr. & Mrs. Meyer S. Gunther • Alan Levine in memory of Alex Rosen & Wilfred Mendelson • Glenn Lindfors in memory of Veikko (Vic) Lindfors & Clarence and Kenneth Forrester • Walter J. Philips • Donaldo Shaffer • Sharlene Taft • Lee Tuft Joseph • Nancy Yanofsky

Contributor ($100-$249)
14th Street Framing Gallery • Frederick & Ann Adams • Lloyd & Sheila Andres • Berndt Aubrey in memory of Victor Aubrey • Steve Becker • Ronnie Wellman • British in memory of Saul Wellman; and Jerry Weinberg • Nancy Berke • David Blachman in memory of Dr. Isaac Blachman • Richard & Jeannine Bogard • Robert Borrego in memory of Milt Felsen • Jorga Boroditsky in memory of Joseph Isaac Siegel • Orval & Tina Buck in memory of Pablo Neruda • “España en el corazón” • Bonnie Burt in memory of Ben Konklefsky (It’s) • John & Irene Bush • Larry & Christine Carlsen in memory of Sam & Evelyn Carlsen • Peter Casi in memory of Saul Shapiro • Nancy Cough • Karen Marcus & Ralph Ciztom in memory of Betty & Louis Ciztom • Michael Ciztom in memory of Louis & Betty Ciztom • Madelaine De Miao in memory of my husband • Anthony De Miao, VALB • Christine DeIn in memory of Ruth Krauss • Jeron & Marjorie Donahue • Alon & Rochelle Dorfman • Daniel Drake • Judith H. Edelman • Alan & Pruylls Enlin • Richard M. Feldman in memory of Harry “Enrique” Feldman • Peggy Foner • Herbert Freeman • Paul Friedlander in memory of Miriam Friedlander • Michael Galadzh in memory of Archie Brown • Marina Gardea • Paula Gellman in memory of Isaac Gellman • Enrique Gertzzch • Margo George • George Gibson • Alan Greenbaum • Peter Greenberg • Jonathan Grim in memory of Ruth Krauss • David & Heidi Grass • Michael Grossman in memory of Henry Grossman, VALB • Robert Hauk in memory of Ruth & Jacob Epstein • Henry Hagedorn in memory of New Colombi • Tobi & John Helfer • Jeannie Hockx • Eric Howkins in honor of Phyllis Weiss • Leslie Hsu • Anne Katz Jacobson in memory of Estelle Katz and my father Max Katz • Martha Olsen Jarojcik • Henry and Mary Gilman Katz • Emily Mason Katz • Tommasz Kaplan • Anna Kuczyński in memory of Henry Gilber • Sandra Kish in memory of Ruth Kish • Jack Levine in memory of Arthur Landis • Barbara Lilley • Susan Linn • Gall Lopez-Henriquez • Peter Lotta • Roger Lowenstein • Linda & Steve Lustig in memory of Dave Smith • Joe Luttrell • Fred Magdoff • Charlotte Marzani in memory of Carl Marzani • Ilona Mattson in memory of Matti Mattson • Gerrit Matsumi in memory of Sergei & Boris Matsumi • Marc Mayer & Bill and Mary McFeely • Gerald Mayer • Brier Mayer • Judy & Ray Nakadegawa • Francis Nash • in memory of Ruth Krauss • Ralph & Marta Nicholas • Bonnie & Marc Nawaokas • Paulette Nussler Nussler in honor of my dad, Lincoln; and • Charlie Nussler • Michael & Joe Ortega • Thomas Payne in memory of Perley B. Payne • Julie Perrenoud in memory of John A. Perrenoud, ABT 1937-38 • Ronald D. Perrone in memory of John & Ethel Perrone • Nancy J. Phelps in memory of Norman Ward • Yvette Pollack • Gordon Polon • Nina Roudov • Kathleen Robb in memory of Charles Robb • Reinaldo Riera in memory of Spain • Maria Cristina Rodriguez • Seymour & Berci Rosen • Michael Rosenfeld • Peter J. Rubin • Samuel & June Salt • Ruth & Michael Sarberg in memory of James E. Howard • Suzanne Samberg in memory of Helen Samberg and Robert Taylor • John Sayes • Marjorie Cohen & Gordon Schiff • Meryl B. Schwartz • Helen Searing in honor of Elyne & James Polshek • David Gates & Judith Seid • Ruth Seigel in memory of Jack Sartsky • Thomas Silverstein in memory of MIT Felsen • B.L. and M.G. Singer • Rosalind Singer • Linda Stamm in memory of Morris Stamm • Louise Katz Sullivan in memory of my aunt, Sylvia Thompson • Helene Susman • Susan Susman & Sekhar Ramakrishnan in memory of Bill Susman • Freda Tien in memory of Alfred L. Tien • Lott Toller-Berenson in memory of Mitch Berenson • Len & Nancy Tso • Susan Lizin • Lise Vogel in memory of my father, Sidney Vogel • Alan Wald in memory of Arnold Reid • Ada Wallach in memory of Harry Wallach • Casandra Warren in honor of Alan Warren, Maury Collow & Arthur Manhattan • Bence Weissbourd • Josephine • Henry Yuriev in memory of and in honor of Steve Nelson

Friend ($1-$99)
The Spanish Table 4 • Josefina Alvarez • Kathleen Prahm in honor of Ernie & Sara Amatniek • Michael J. Ames in memory of Irving & Mina Ames • Jeff Balch in honor of Peter Glazer • Jeff Balch in memory of Chuck Hall & Ed Slachowsky • Pearl Bailey • Ruth Baller • Maria & Enzo Bana • Lore Behrend • Phil Berend • Tobeyanne Berenberg in memory of Frederica Martin • Carolyn and Daniel Berger • Lawrence Bick • Elizabeth Blum in memory of Olaya & Tippy Blum • John Eric Bred & Sonia Bredge • Vera Broks in honor of Marie Garder • ALBA Executive Director • June L. Brumer • Elaine Bump in memory of Tom Lloyd • Virginia Quintana & Anne Carly in memory of George Harrison • Barbara Caress • Anita Castelman • Darlene Ceremolotto • Estelle E. Caselle • Fred B. Chase in memory of Homer B. Chase • Grace & Jerry Chawes in memory of Alee Osheroff • Nina B. De Fels • Shulamit Deckter • Rita Deluca • Todd Dennis in memory of Clarence Kiln • Joseph Dziewior • Ilse Eden • Eugene Elsman • William van Felix • Gabriel Felicetti • Richard Fleck • PA. Freeman • Alex Goldberg • Edward & Mary Gerca • Hyman M. Gold • Deborah Gold in honor of Milton & Esther Gold • Frances Goldin • Edward Goldman • Mary Goldstein • Gil Goroff • Luke G. Gordon • Daniel Grossman • Geraldine S. Grant • M. Alba Greco • Jay & Judy Greenfield in memory of Herman (Hy) Greenfield • Anthony Greiner • Mark Grunblatt in memory of Jacques Grunblatt • Victor Halliday, M.D. • Susan Hanna • Joseph & Sandra Harris • Stanley Heinricher • Alexander Hillkivich, M.D. • Fred Hersch • Isac Hochberg • Jacobson • John K. Jacobs • Cecily Kahn • John L. Kahn • John L. Kahn in memory of Clarence Kiln • David Kennerstein • Eugene Kaplan • Jonathan Kaufman • Ruth E. Kavesh in honor of Elyn Pollock • Helen Lynen Klaassen • Dorothy Keller, Esa. • Karel Klaßen • Erwine Kimling • Maried Klachar • John Kittross • Thomas Kopp • Erika Krauss • Josephine M. Labanyi • Mark Landesman • Bruce Laurie • John Lee • David J. Lichter • Kenneth & Elie Liner • Elizabeth Lisa • Howard Lukie • Vicki Weisman & Ian MacGregor • Milton Masur • MD • Linda Matheson • Anne P. McCreary in memory of Frank B. Prie • Andrew W. McIlhain • Peart Meppen • Drakian • Peart Meppen Drakian in memory of Sol Drakian • Daniel Merer in memory of Harry & Esther Merer • Nina Miller • Kathleen Judd & Robert Miller • Geraline Nichols & Andrew Avellaneda • Ann M. Niederberg • Jerome Leeding and Rebecca Aaronstam in memory of Carl Geiser • Shaun O’Connell in memory of The Irish Connolly Country • Michael O’Connor • Louis Gordon • Olsen • Susan & Irwin Oreskes • Ivy Oser • Vaughn Parker • Fredric Parsons • Steven & Paula Pike in memory of Dr. William W. Pike • Nancy Kline Piore • Nancy B. Polin in memory of Aloe Smoordan • George Pagonaretti • Louise Poulson • Michael P. Premoreau • Richard S. Pressman • Simon Prussin in memory of Miriam • Michael Quigley • Darri Rashkin • Judith Rynolds • Vicki Rhea in memory of my uncle Albert Ziegler & his sister Florence Cohen • Arthur & Elinhaf Riche • Jerry Richard • Charles Richardstein • Justine Roberts • Suzanne & Alan Jay Rom in memory of Samuel S. Schrift • Naomi Rosenbaum • Herb & Sandy Rosenthal • Arthur Ross & Randy Rychert • Helen Rubenstein • Susan & Louis Segal in memory of Virginia Melkin • Erin Sheehan • Henry and Mary Shocket • Kenyon Slivey • Suzanne Skolnick & Daniel C. Sloan • Irene & Eric Solomon • Henry & Beth Somm in memory of Harry Nadel • Ann Sprayregen • Ann Sprayregen in memory of Louis Gough • Susan St. Aubin • Annabelle Staber • Oliver Steinberg • Richard & Fanny Stiey • Orlo Pl Suryer • Paul Susman • Martin Tiersten • Harry Tucker • Edwin Vargas in memory of Hermine Avles Valencia • S.C. Velizky • Lenn & Hans von Blankenese • Ellen Waldman • Joel Weilbord • Rosalind whale • Thomas • Shaunal Haines & Mark Wieder • Dalolos & Gordon Wine • Robert Wolf in memory of Milton Wolf • Peter Yarrow • Leonard & Ellen Zalnik • Sandra Zegare • Barbara Zeller-Zinger in memory of Ruth Krauss • Jack Ziebel in honor of Art Wasserman, for his birthday • Jack Ziebel in memory of Beise
SAVE THESE DATES!

Susman Lecture - From Guernica to Human Rights by historian Peter N. Carroll – New York
(this event is free of charge)
Thursday, March 28, 2013 at 6pm
Instituto Cervantes
211 E 49th St New York, NY 10017
Tel. (212) 308-7720

They Still Draw Pictures: Children's Art in wartime from the Spanish Civil War to Kosovo – Newark, Ohio
April 26 – July 13, 2013
The Works, Ohio Center for History, Art and Technology
55 S. First Street, Newark Ohio 43055
Tel. (740) 349 9277

Screening of The Mexican Suitcase – New York
(this event is free of charge)
Followed by Q&A
Friday, May 3, 2013 at 7pm
Casa Mezcal
86 Orchard Street
New York, NY 10002
Tel. (212) 777-2600

77th Annual Celebration Honoring the Abraham Lincoln Brigade - New York and Bay Area
Presenting the ALBA/Puffin Award for Human Rights Activism to United We Dream
Sunday, May 5, 2013
From 3:30pm to 5:30pm
Reception to follow
Michael Schimmel Center for the Arts
Pace University
3 Spruce Street
New York, NY 10038

For tickets/information:
www.alba-valb.org
info@alba-valb.org
tel. (212) 674 5398

Bay Area
Sunday, May 26, 2013
2:00pm to 4:00pm
Freight & Salvage
2020 Addison Street
Berkeley, California
For tickets: www.thefreight.org/event

Subscribe to the ALBA mailing list to stay informed about these and other events:
info@alba-valb.org

Read The Volunteer and the ALBA blog at
www.albavolunteer.org